As the UK leaders in the supply and installation of industrial ovens
and finishing equipment we have the knowledge and expertise
to keep your production plant in production. Airflow specialise in
industrial spray booth and industrial oven servicing and can test,
calibrate and certify your equipment. to ensure that your equipment
operates at optimum efficiency. Statutory HSE and insurance
compliance, minimised downtime and maximisation of OEE (Overall
Equipment Effectiveness). Our highly skilled team of engineers can
service all makes of oven.

Airflow - your Service & Support Partner
Unrivalled expertise in the Industrial oven and finishing markets
Our highly trained engineers operate only in this sector
Tailored service packages with 12 to 60 month discounted contracts
Contracted response times tailored to your production
Discounted replacement parts for contracted partners
Comprehensive van stock with central stores in Sheffield
Designed for rapid heating of a wide variety of products
IEE 17th Edition and GAS SAFE accredited engineers
Modern test equipment with NAMAS certification
Comprehensive test reports for proven statutory compliance
Energy efficiency surveys to enable grant funded improvements

Airflow have a huge spares stock, not just for current models but
also for all our previous products. A network of service engineers
covers the whole of the UK and Ireland. Daily deliveries to all
areas of the UK and tracked worldwide deliveries ensure that
your replacement parts are on site, on time.
Airflow has the technical expertise to test calibrate and certify your
industrial ovens and finishing equipment. Airflow also provide energy
efficiency reports on both current and older equipment. Airflow has
system design and installation experience with 35 plus years knowhow from our internal design and manufacturing teams. Airflow have
an unrivalled knowledge of oven applications within your market. Our

industrial oven service & support

expertise within these areas allows us to knowledgably advise on the
correct ‘lifetime solution’ for your particular process.

spray booth service & support
local exhaust & ventilation (LEV) TESTING

Industrial Oven Service & Support
Unrivalled expertise in the industrial oven and finishing markets
Our highly trained engineers operate only in this sector
Tailored service packages with 12 to 60 month discounted contracts
Contracted response times tailored to your production
Discounted replacement parts for contracted partners
Comprehensive Van Stock with central UK storage in Sheffield, England
IEE 17th Edition and GAS SAFE accredited engineers
Modern test equipment with NAMAS certification
Comprehensive test reports for proven statutory compliance
Energy efficiency surveys to enable grant funded improvements

Airflow are UK leaders in the supply and installation of Industrial
Ovens. Airflow also specialise in industrial oven servicing and
industrial oven testing and certification to ensure that you
operate at optimum efficiency with minimal downtime and
reduction of OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness). Airflow’s
highly skilled team of engineers can service all makes of oven.
Airflow’s team pride themselve on their customer service and support.
Airflow have a huge spares stock, not just for current models but also
for all our previous products. A network of service engineers covers
the whole of the UK and Ireland. Daily deliveries to all areas of the UK
and worldwide ensure that your replacement parts are on site, on time.
Airflow has the technical expertise to test calibrate and certify your
industrial ovens. Airflow also provide energy efficiency reports on both
current and older equipment.
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spray booth Service & Support
Unrivalled expertise in the industrial spray booth and finishing markets
Our highly trained engineers operate only in this sector
Tailored service packages with 12 to 60 month discounted contracts
Contracted response times tailored to your production
Discounted replacement parts for contracted partners
Comprehensive van stock with central stores in Sheffield, England
IEE 17th Edition and GAS SAFE accredited engineers
Modern test equipment with NAMAS certification
Energy efficiency surveys to enable grant funded improvements

Airflow are UK leaders in the supply and installation of industrial
spray booths. Airflow also specialise in Industrial Spray Booth
Servicing to ensure that your booths operate at optimum
efficiency with minimal downtime. Legislative compliance and
optimum performance is maintained and traceable.
Airflow is a customer-focused company. Airflow’s team pride
themselves on maintaining the highest standards of customer service
and customer support. Airflow have a huge spares stock, not just for
current models but also for all previous products. A network of service
engineers covers the whole of the UK and Ireland. Daily deliveries to all
areas of the UK and worldwide ensure that your replacement parts are
on site, on time.
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LOCAL EXHAUST & VENTILATION (LEV) TESTING
Ducting Express are able to survey and provide such written
details, including flow diagrams and reports from which would
form the base details for any further monitoring to comply with
these regulations.
LEV test is a dedicated service supplied by Ducting Express to make sure
your company complies with current Health & Safety legislation and
COSHH regulations, which ensures that your site and workforce avoids
potential health hazards and in turn maintains your system in good
working order. This, in turn, will enable you to keep your running costs
to a minimum.
There is a statutory requirement for your system to be tested at

Our LEV test service is undertaken by skilled and experienced engineers

least once in every fourteen months and, in certain situations more

who are operational throughout the UK, and are experienced in all

frequently.

types of LEV installations. With each inspection you can expect an
accurate service, and because our personnel operate within a reputable

If your company has any issues regarding the control of fume, dust or

ventilation company, we are also able to assist in the design and build of

waste that the HSE are investigating Ducting Express would welcome

new extraction systems.

the opportunity to advise you and attend any meeting you may have
with the HSE.

REGULATION 9

LEV (or LOCAL EXHAUST VENTILATION) describes systems that include

Of the COSHH regulations requires that any control measure taken to

extract ventilation preventing people in the workplace from inhaling

comply with Regulation 7 must be maintained in an efficient state, in

substances, which may be hazardous to their health. Examples of such

efficient working order and in good repair.

systems include dust extraction systems, weld fume systems, and
vehicle exhaust systems, which are required to comply with COSHH

Also specifies that records shall be kept of the results of the tests

regulations, and helps you keep your LEV systems operating to their

including details of any repairs carried out as a result of the examinations

design specifications.

and tests. These records have to be kept for a minimum of 5 years.
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